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1. Introduction

The random load variation, as in case of the arc furnaces, determines random voltage variations at the supply bus-bars, which can affect the power quality delivered to other customers, supplied by the same bus-bars [1-3]. The voltage flicker level, sensed by the human eye as variations of the light sources flux is determined using the flickermeter, which considers the irritability sensation of the human eye when a threshold level of the supply voltage is exceeded.

To quantify the amplitude of such disturbance, reference is made to the instantaneous flicker sensation $S(t)$. The value of $S(t)$ is measured by means of an instrument, the so-called flickermeter. The setting-up of the flickermeter model is done in Simulink, the simulation tool, in the MATLAB environment. The main advantage of this software product is that it makes it possible to support an object programming procedure, with a circuit representation obtained by means of graphic blocks associated with the different power system components.

The flickermeter model is a conventional analog one, in agreement with the models proposed in current standards that of the necessity to comparative analyses between innovative equipment and conventional architectures, whose disturbances were measured using analog instruments [4].

The present paper deals with the case study of an existing ac arc furnace facility. The 110kV monitoring campaign was conducted using the ION 7600 equipment. The main power quality indices regarding harmonics and flicker levels are reported in the paper with reference to IEEE standards.
2. AC Furnace

The ac furnace, from the system operator point of view, is a highly polluting load: the real and imaginary power variations necessary for the network causes severe harmonics and voltage flicker such that the system operator must establish limits for the disturbances generated by the load. Independently from the type and amplitude of the admissible disturbances, the critical point in analyzing the electrical perturbation of an ac arc furnace is constituted by the high voltage bus, where the network operator evaluates the conformity with the contractual parameters. These parameters are stipulated by standards [5]. Fig. 1 shows the layout of an ac arc furnace supply system. As it can be seen, the intermediate voltage level is of high importance due to the fact that here the filtering processes occur.

![Fig. 1. AC arc furnace connection layout](image)

The power quality evaluation considering the voltage flicker impact is evaluated in accordance with [3]:
- considered data correspond to a week observation period;
- every 10 minutes consecutive values of the short-term voltage index are analyzed;
- the values obtained when the bus voltage is outside the range $V \pm 15\%$ or when voltage sags with depth higher or equal to 15% of the rated voltage are considered not valid;
- the index $P_b$ is computed considering 12 valid and consecutive values of the $P_{st}$;
- the number of valid values, $N_v$, of $P_b$ measure is determined;
- the number, $N_1$, when $P_b$ exceeds unity is determined;
- the condition $N_1/N \leq 0.05$ is checked.

3. UIE Flickermeter

Since, from the point of view of analyzing the signal, the flicker is a low-frequency modulation of the network voltage at 50 Hz, the purpose of the flickermeter is to separate the carrier from the modulating wave, weight the effects of the latter based on human sensitivity to the disturbance, and return the instantaneous flicker sensation signal. In the history of electronics, many kinds of architecture have been used to create such instruments. Some of them are based on analog filtering of the voltage at the common point of coupling in order to extract the instantaneous disturbance level and apply it to a predefined weighting curve (shown in Fig. 2) for weighting its incidence and ascertaining its severity.
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Fig. 2. Weighting curve proposed by UIE (International Union for Electro-thermal Applications)

Fig. 3 shows the layout of the UIE flickermeter, a standardized instrument for measuring the flicker obtained by simulation and by stochastic analysis of the response of the lamp-eye-brain chain to voltage fluctuations.

**Fig. 3. General layout**

The input signal consists of the 50 Hz network on which flicker is superimposed in the form of amplitude modulation and enters Block 1, the so-called “normalization block”, after which a transformer reduces its voltage level to values compatible with the electrical specifications of the electronic components located downstream.

Block 1 contains a signal generator for checking the flickermeter setting in the field and a circuit for normalizing, at the internal reference level, the rms value of the input voltage at network frequency.
In this way, flicker measurements are made independent of the actual input voltage, whose variations ($\Delta V$) are expressed as a relative value of the rated voltage $\Delta V/V_n$. This function is obtained by acting on the gain of an amplifying stage by means of a suitable control signal obtained for comparison between the effective output voltage value and a reference signal. The subsequent blocks (from 2 to 4) react to the signal by simulating the behavior of the lamp-eye-brain chain.

Block 2 is a quadratic demodulator for separating the modulating fluctuation ($\Delta V$) from the carrier wave (network frequency). Block 3 consists of two filters in cascade and by a scale selector of the sensitivity that may precede or follow the selection filter circuit. The first filter eliminates from the output voltage of the quadratic demodulator the dc component and that of the dual frequency in respect of network frequency. The second filter, centered at 8.8 Hz, imposes the form of the response in flickermeter frequency on the modulating fluctuation. The “weighting filter” block simulates the response in frequency on the sinusoidal fluctuations in the voltage of the chain consisting of a lamp filled with inert gas with a spiral filament (60 W-230 V), followed by the human eye. The response function is based on the perceptibility threshold ascertained, for each frequency, out of 50% of the persons taking part in the experiment.

The structure of the flickermeter may be represented through the transfer functions contained in the block diagram in Fig. 4. This condenses all the signal manipulations required for obtaining in exit the trend of the instantaneous flicker disturbance in accordance with the information supplied by the current standard [4]. In addition, this diagram considers the steps necessary for setting up efficient electronic implementation.

- Block A has the dual function of expressing the instant input voltage as a p.u. value and that of simulating the behavior of the quadratic demodulator;
- Block B has the job of cutting off the dc voltage component, eliminating the signal of the carrier wave and the high-frequency fluctuations found at the exit of the quadratic demodulator;
- Block C simulates the response in the frequency of the human eye to the voltage fluctuations of an incandescent lamp supplied by a variable sinusoidal voltage;
- Block D squares the signal exiting from Block C by simulating the non-linear perception of the flicker in the eye-brain chain;
- Block E is a low-pass filter that performs the smoothing action.

In Fig. 5 we find implementation of the functionalities of Block A, in Fig. 6 those of Block B, in Fig. 7 those of the Butterworth filter, in Fig. 8 those of Block C, in Fig. 9 those of Block D, and in Fig. 10 those of Block E.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the flickermeter simulated with Simulink
Once we have obtained the trend in respect of the instantaneous flicker sensation, we have, from the latter, to calculate the indices that make it possible to evaluate the severity of the disturbance injected into the network [4].

**Fig. 5. Diagram of Block A**

**Fig. 6. High-pass filter**

**Fig. 7. Butterworth Filter Diagram.**

**Fig. 8. Diagram of Block C**

**Fig. 9. Diagram of Block D.**

**Fig. 10. Diagram of Block E**

Fig. 11 shows the voltage waveform at the Block 1 output for a sinusoidal waveform of the rms voltage (Fig. 11(a)) and respectively for a square waveform (Fig. 11(b)). Outputs of the Block 2 for the two considered waveforms are shown in Fig. 11(c) and respectively Fig. 11(d). The waveforms of the voltages at the output of the Block 3 are shown in Fig. 11(e) and Fig. 11(f). The outputs of the Block 4 are representative for the instantaneous flicker sensation and must be reported to the irritability curve of the human eye. These waveforms are illustrated in Fig. 11(g) and Fig. 11(h), [6].
**4. Case of application**

The case studied is referred to a real plant sited close to Bucharest, in Romania. The measurements were done using the device ION 7600 at the 110kV voltage level. At PCC the line-to-line voltage is 110 kV, the ac arc furnace has 60MVA (see Fig. 12). The RMS variations of the voltages at PCC are shown in Fig. 14. As it can be seen, during the operation of the ac arc furnace, variations of the voltages at PCC occur.

Fig. 15 shows the real power adsorbed by the ac arc furnace for one week operating period. The initial and the final part of the waveform correspond to a not-operating period of the arc furnace, respectively Sunday. During its operation period, a variable real power necessary for the arc furnace functioning is adsorbed. The imaginary power variation is highlighted in Fig. 16.

In Fig. 17 the RMS variation of the short-term flicker severity $P_{st}$ values on phase $A$, for the same one week monitoring period, is illustrated. The 95% value of $P_{st}$ is 5.28, exceeding the 0.8 IEEE threshold established for the high voltage networks [7]. This value $P_{st}$=5.28 can be explained by the fact that the fault level at PCC is 1150MVA.

When voltage flicker sources with long and variable operating cycle (like the arc furnaces) are investigated, the evaluation of the long-term severity flicker is necessary. Fig. 18 illustrates the variation of the long-term flicker severity $P_{lt}$ using the values $P_{st}$ monitored on 120 minutes period, measured every consecutive 10 minutes. The 95% value of $P_{lt}$ is 6.95, greater than the IEEE threshold of 0.6 settled for $P_{lt}$.
Figs. 19-20 show the phase A waveforms of the power quality indices $\text{THD}_V$ and $\text{THD}_I$.

Fig. 12. Simplified diagram of the ac arc furnace power supply.

Fig. 13. Layout of flickermeter connection at end-user terminals

Fig. 14. RMS variation of the ac voltages at PCC (HV level).

Fig. 15. Variation of the real power at PCC (HV level)
Fig. 16. Variation of the imaginary power at PCC (HV level)

Fig. 17. Variation of $P_a$ values on phase A.

Fig. 18. Variation of $P_b$ values on phase A.
Using the variation curve of the instantaneous flicker sensation the cumulative probability function (CPF) can be built [4]. The cumulative probability function at the 110kV buses for the arc furnace facility is illustrated in Fig. 21.

Fig. 19. Variation of THDV values on phase A

Fig. 20. Variation of THDI values on phase A.

Fig. 21. Cumulative probability function CPF measured at the 110kV bus of the perturbing end-user
5. Conclusions

The high capacity ac arc furnaces connected to the HV level can determine power quality perturbations in the transmission networks. To quantify the amplitude of such disturbance, reference is made to the instantaneous flicker sensation $S(t)$. The value of $S(t)$ is measured by means of the so-called flickermeter. The setting-up of the flickermeter model is done in Simulink, the simulation tool, in the MATLAB environment.

For the real case studied investigated, the main power quality indices regarding harmonics and flicker levels are reported in the paper. The aspects afore reported highlights the necessity to adopt efficient technical solutions for limiting the voltage variations until a threshold level. Thus, a precise knowledge of the perturbation characteristics and the choice of the best solution, from the technical and economical point of view, is necessary. For limiting the flicker level at PCC, the installation of a SVC will be implemented.
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